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ABSTRACT 
 
This research examines emergency management mitigation and preparation polices in the 
hazard area of seismic events. With major earthquakes receiving high profile attention in the 
media, these events have caused widespread fear, physical damage to buildings and 
infrastructure and loss of life. This research evaluates the weaknesses that are currently affecting 
areas where earthquakes remain a constant threat. This study uses cases to provide rich 
description regarding several events and looks in-depth at six seismic events. Variables are 
sourced from the United Stated Geological Survey and show the magnitude of the earthquake 
and the official death and injury count for each event. Data for each event comes from local new 
reports, geological surveys, and other scholarly sources that examine each local event. Data 
analysis uncovers specific issues that pertain to mitigation and preparedness efforts in regards to 
earthquakes. As a result of examining these cases, this research will show several areas where 
mitigation and preparation efforts and policies could be improved so as to save human lives. In 
both mitigation and preparation, there exists room for improving methods and this research 
highlights steps that should be taken by any emergency management organization operating 
under the threat of earthquakes.  
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INTRODUCTION 
Professional emergency personnel cannot respond immediately. In the  
event of disaster, you will be on your own for anytime between three 
  days and two weeks. You need to prepare.  
     Naomi Zack – “Ethics for Disaster” 
Earthquakes are dramatic natural events and are potentially devastating to regions hit by 
them.  Yet, despite the notoriety of the Haitian earthquake in early 2011, seismic events are more 
common than many realize; The National Earthquake Information Center locates approximately 
12,000 to 14,000 earthquakes each year which averages out to 50 per day and most do not result 
in mass casualties and widespread property loss (USGS, Common Myths about Earthquakes, 
2009).  Every region in the world is susceptible to some degree to a seismic event (Figure 1). The 
USGS expects about 18 major earthquakes (Magnitude 7.0-7.9) and one great earthquake 
(Magnitude 8.0 or greater) in any given year and this trend has remained static over the past 
century (USGS, Common Myths about Earthquakes, 2009).  In 2010-11 alone Haiti, Chile, and 
Japan experienced major earthquakes. The 
deadly March 2011 earthquake that struck Japan 
occurred in a nation where disaster mitigation 
and preparation are comparative rigorous. In 
contrast, the January 2011 earthquake in Haiti 
illustrates how devastating an earthquake can be 
in a place where mitigation and preparation 
policies have gone unattended.  In 2011, both 
Figure 1: Location of Earthquakes 
Epicenters from 1963 to 1998. 
http://www.dephx.com/2010/12/358214-
earthquake-epicenters-plotted-on.html 
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Haiti and Japan experienced earthquakes of a approximate magnitude (7.0 and 8.3 respectively) 
and yet the resulting loss of life, human injury, and structural damage was dramatically different 
across the two countries.  The meltdown at the Fukushima nuclear reactor in Japan has 
complicated recent recovery efforts, but Japan has a long history of successful earthquake 
management including an 8.3 magnitude earthquake in 2003 where no human lives were lost.  
This outcome is in stark comparison to what the world witnessed on the tiny island nation of 
Haiti. Understanding how to strengthen earthquake resiliency in countries prone to seismic 
events is a matter of life and death.  Large scale earthquakes do not inevitably lead to large scale 
loss of life.   
Understanding how mitigation and preparation policies—and specifically which 
policies—create the best environment for earthquake resiliency is an important issue for the 
global community.  Using case study data from six large scale seismic events across the globe 
(Japan, China, Algeria, Haiti, El Salvador, and Chile) this research investigates which mitigation 
and preparation activities have the biggest effect on preserving human life in the event of an 
earthquake.  For emergency managers, it is important to protect property, treat injuries, and 
maintain order. However, the highest priority is to protect human lives.  Mitigation and 
preparation policies set the stage for successful management of earthquake events. Failure to 
implement mitigation and preparation plans costs lives. Despite this fact, many countries remain 
at serious risk should an earthquake strike their region.  The research presented here will identify 
the mitigation and preparation policies that are essential to the protection of human life. 
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LITERATURE REVIEW 
Emergency management is an ever evolving field. As new research and technologies 
emerge, they are integrated into what is called the emergency management cycle. The four stages 
of the emergency management cycle are mitigation, preparation, response, and recovery (Lindell, 
Prater, & Perry, 2006). In mitigation, the objective is reducing or eliminating danger to people 
and property from the effect of hazards (Haddow & Bullock, 2006:57). The second stage is 
preparation. In this stage the concept is to train 
people what to do in the event of a disaster and 
purchase the equipment that will be used in the 
immediate aftermath (Coppola, 2007:209). 
The third stage is response. This stage takes 
place when a disaster is approaching or has 
struck (Coppola, 2007:251-252). At this point 
disaster plans are enacted and responders 
attempt to save as many lives as possible (Coppola, 2007:252). The final stage is recovery. This 
is the period where life returns to normal and any damage is repaired (Coppola, 2007:299). 
Recovery allows for weaknesses that were exposed in the disaster to be corrected and risk from 
future disasters to be curbed, which leads back to mitigation efforts (Coppola, 2007:323). 
Seismic activity is unique in disaster preparation because there is little to no warning 
about when an event will take place. An earthquake is ―the result of sudden movements of the 
Earth, caused by the release of strain that has accumulated over a long time‖ (NOAAwatch, 
Figure 2: The emergency management 
cycle. (Original Graphic created by 
Author) 
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2010). There is no scientific method to predict where an 
earthquake will strike at a certain time (USGS, Common 
Myths about Earthquakes, 2009). The United States Geological 
Survey studies the probability that an earthquake will strike in 
a given area and reinforce that area with stronger structures 
through stricter building codes and the uses of better materials. 
(USGS, Common Myths about Earthquakes, 2009). Lack of 
concrete warnings about when an earthquake will strike leaves 
citizens who are exposed to potential earthquakes powerless in 
knowing when disaster will strike Preparation is key to curtailing the damage of an earthquake. If 
a hurricane is threatening an area, people can be moved out of the area. With several days of 
warning of where a hurricane may strike, those people who do not have the shelter to protect 
themselves from the storm can be evacuated to a place outside the hurricane’s path. In the case of 
an earthquake, people are completely reliant on preventative measures for an event, since seismic 
events are predicted simply on the basis of probability. 
The earthquakes that this research evaluates are ground-shaking as a result of movement 
along faults (Brumbaugh, 2010:50). There are three types of fault movements that cause ground-
shaking which most people identify as earthquakes. (See figure 3): Right-lateral strike slip, 
reverse, and normal (Brumbaugh, 2010:55). Right-lateral strike slip faults are when two tectonic 
plates are moving horizontally against each other (Brumbaugh, 2010:51-53). Reverse faults are 
when two tectonic plates push against each other and one is pushed upwards towards the surface 
(Brumbaugh, 2010:53). Normal faults are when the tectonic plates a moving away from each 
other (Brumbaugh, 2010:53). There is no accurate way to predict an earthquake; the only model 
Figure 3: Diagram of the 
movement of tectonic plates. 
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to determine whether an earthquake will happen is a forecast which gives the probability of an 
earthquake in a given area over the course of several years (Brumbaugh, 2010:209). A possible 
side effect of an earthquake is a tsunami, which means ―harbor wave‖ in Japanese (Singh, 
2006:104). These occur when a fault movement results in a piece of the sea floor pushing 
upwards to a degree that disturbs the surrounding waters (Singh, 2006:104). These waves can 
travel at speeds up to 220 mph and when coming onshore reach heights of more than one 
hundred feet (Singh, 2006:107). Another possible side effect of an earthquake is a land-slide, 
which is the movement of soil from steep embankments (Evans & Bent, 2004:28-29). 
Zack (2009:87) in her text on Ethics for Disaster finds that the moral imperative for a 
government is to protect the lives of its citizens, even during an absence of government, for 
example during a disaster. A government is created to protect it people from the dangers of the 
state of nature and a government ought to prepare for these conditions (Zack, 2009:87-88). Thus, 
before an earthquake a government should implement protective policies because they have the 
moral responsibility to do so.   
Since earthquakes are unpredictable, mitigation and preparation are the two stages in the 
emergency management cycle that are absolutely critical. Mitigation is hardening of physical 
structures, to prevent collapse of buildings, and maintaining the safety of household items. After 
a disaster, during the response stage, mitigation when properly implemented, should prevent 
emergency responders from searching through rubble to save people and ensure that road ways 
are clear to move injured to medical care centers. In the recovery phase, damaged structures 
should be less expensive to repair than to remove the rubble from collapsed structures. The most 
effective response will come from emergency personnel who are adequately trained in dealing 
with the disaster; robust preparation and planning are critical for this. During the response phase 
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there are fewer casualties when mitigation and preparedness policies pave the way for an 
effective and efficient response. 
Mitigation 
Mitigation is fundamental to the protection of lives in the event of a disaster and focuses 
on actual structures or objects. Mitigation, in simpler terms, is risk reduction or attempting to 
prevent the disaster from causing a higher level of damage (Coppola, 2007:175). With regard to 
earthquakes, it is not possible to reduce the force of the event; thus the environment must be built 
to withstand the effects of ground-shaking.  For the purpose of this research, mitigation is 
divided into two categories: mandatory-structural mitigation and nonstructural mitigation based 
upon commonly accepted mitigation standards. 
In mandatory-structural mitigation, a government attempts to reduce dangers through 
improved building codes or mechanical changes (Coppola, 2007:179). Coppola (2007:179) 
describes this as a ―man controlling nature‖ strategy. There are many aspects of mandatory-
structural mitigation, however, only some are pertinent to earthquakes; among these are: resistant 
construction of ―new stock‖, building codes and enforcement, and structural modification of ―old 
stock‖ (Coppola, 2007:179). In the area of resistant construction, Haddow & Bullock (2006:59) 
state that designing and constructing is the preeminent cost-effective means of addressing risk. In 
the area of building codes and enforcement, it is important to enforce the mitigation efforts that 
are in place (Coppola, 2007:180). In structural modification, it important to not build and forget 
about existing structures; it is critical to update the resiliency of buildings that are already built 
so that they do not fall prey to the next disaster (Coppola, 2007:181).  
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The counterpart to mandatory-structural mitigation is nonstructural mitigation. These 
policies focus on people and non-permanent household items rather than physical structures. In 
nonstructural mitigation, the aspects that are important are: nonstructural regulatory measures, 
community education programs, and nonstructural physical modifications (Coppola, 2007:185).   
In regulatory measures, land-management was one of the first ways to practice mitigation and 
this policy is designed to remove people from a land areas where hazards present a danger 
(Haddow & Bullock 2006:60). Coppola (2007:186-187) also suggests community awareness and 
education programs which synthesize both mitigation and preparation efforts.  Informing the 
public of proper actions to take during a disaster is critical to control disaster behavior among 
citizens (Coppola, 2007:186-187). Finally, nonstructural physical modifications are extremely 
important; this is the area where people place furniture in their house where it will not fall on 
them when an event happens; an excellent example of this would be a bookshelf tipping over 
onto a person trapping them underneath. These many factors make up the concept of mitigation 
(Coppola, 2007:187-188). 
In dealing with seismic events, each of these individual facets of mitigation work to 
ensure that structures do not collapse and kill citizens or trap people beneath them. As is the 
main tenet in emergency management, mitigation seeks to prevent a disaster from turning into  a 
catastrophe. Mitigation focuses on structures, but it is essential in preventing the loss of human 
life. 
Preparedness 
In preparedness, actions that are taken before a disaster strikes to ensure satisfactory 
response to the relief and recovery of the disaster’s consequences; a multifaceted approach, 
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training both professionals and the average citizens, is taken to reduce the loss of life (Coppola, 
2007:209). Preparedness involves the people who will be in disaster response. Coppola 
(2007:209) identifies three conditions that are necessary for successful preparation for the 
individual: knowing what to do, knowing how to do it, and having the correct tools to do it. To 
do this, a government must implement programs to ensure that these three aspects are met. The 
areas where government programs are critical are: planning, exercise, training, equipment, and 
clearly defined functional responsibly across emergency management agencies and first 
responders. On the individual level, citizens must be educated and proper use of the media must 
be utilized to inform the public.  
In planning, Coppola (2007:210) comments that the initial stages of a disaster is too late 
to start planning the response. Every government should have an Emergency Operations Plan 
(EOP); a plan which goes into detail about which agencies and what responders involved in 
those agencies are supposed to do during a given emergency (Coppola, 2007:210). Another 
program that first responders need to be involved in is exercise. In this area, the EOP is put into 
practice; Haddow & Bullock (2006:160) point out that exercises allow for evaluation as to 
whether the plans that are on paper will meet the demands of the disaster. The area of training is 
a way for people to know how to do their jobs better (Coppola, 2007:217). Coppola (2007:218) 
argues that disaster response will be blunted if resources are spent on emergency personnel who 
are injured in the aftermath of a disaster because they are injured during the rescue process. 
Haddow & Bullock (2006:175) point to the terrorist attacks of September 11
th
 in the United 
States as a way a disaster can quickly deplete supplies. Having the proper equipment and stocked 
supplies are important in responding to disaster. First responders need to have vehicles, fire 
suppression systems, interoperable communication equipment, and public information systems 
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(Coppola, 2007:219-220). Finally, the government must develop clearly defined functional 
responsibility for emergency management agancies; in other words, the government needs to 
ensure that the legal framework to ensure that disaster funds and agencies are able to operate 
legally and quickly in the event of a disaster (Coppola, 2007:221). If there is no authority for a 
government or agency to respond, the government response could be stagnated by its inability to 
effectively operate in a post-disaster situation; a similar situation could occur if multiple agencies 
perform the same response action.  
On the citizens’ level, the responsibilities are different during an disaster’s response; 
public education is the corner stone of public preparedness and information conveyed to public 
before a disaster helps citizens to stay safe (Coppola, 2007:222-223). The media can also help in 
this area by increasing awareness as to what to do during the event of an earthquake; thus people 
can modify their behavior accordingly (Coppola, 2007:231). 
Preparation is vital when an earthquake occurs because there is no time to buy 
equipment, train personnel, or create a plan. Information must be in place before the disaster so 
there can be near instantaneous action during the response. Time that is wasted after an 
earthquake strikes means that someone who is injured could expire from their wounds, go 
without sustenance, or be trapped in the destruction.  
VARIABLES OF INTEREST 
In the absence of international, universal emergency management standards, in general, 
several specific mitigation and preparation strategies are widely recognized as fundamental to 
disaster management. The dependent variable in this study is the human death toll as a result of 
an earthquake. Explanatory variables represent essential mitigation and preparation activities. 
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Data concerning loss of life is sourced from the United States Geological Survey’s record of 
earthquake events. In emergency management, as important as physical objects are, the main 
focus is the number of human lives lost or damaged. The purpose of all aspects of emergency 
management, whether it is building stronger structures or ensuring that emergency personnel are 
able to respond, is protecting human life. Thus this is the most important factor for this research.  
The independent variables are mandatory-structural mitigation (resistant construction of 
―new stock‖ buildings and the structural modification of ―old stock‖ buildings, building codes 
and regulatory measures), nonstructural mitigation (nonstructural regulatory measures, 
nonstructural physical modifications, and community education programs) emergency 
management preparedness (planning, exercises, training, and equipment, functional 
responsibilities of agencies), and community preparedness (public education and media 
awareness). Each of these variables is commonly identified as inherently important in mitigation 
and preparation of the emergency management cycle (Coppola, 2007);(Haddow & Bullock, 
2006);(Singh, 2006). 
Mandatory-structural Mitigation  
Resistant construction “New Stock” refers to the constructing of buildings that are 
capable of withstanding ground-shaking. This variable will be measured by looking at the 
opinions of experts as to what materials function the best during a disaster. To measure this 
variable, the researcher will examine statements by experts to determine if newer buildings in the 
target area are constructed of materials that are able to withstand ground-shaking. 
Structural modification “Old Stock” is the physical changing of older structures with 
newer technologies to ensure that they are capable of with-standing ground-shaking. This 
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variable will be measured by examining whether countries attempted to retrofit older structures 
with materials designed to help them withstand ground-shaking. Dorwick (2009:485) emphasizes 
that buildings have a lifetime risk that increases the longer a building is used. As newer 
technologies emerge, it is important to update building to modern standards, which will 
ultimately reduce casualties in the event of an earthquake. 
Building codes and enforcement refers to the enforcement of legislation that is designed 
to compel owners of buildings and contractors to guarantee that their buildings are in compliance 
with local building codes. This variable will be measured by looking at whether there is evidence 
that that the government or a regulatory agency is ensuring that local building codes are being 
enforced.  Dorwick (2009:267) states that in recent decades building codes have become more 
important in reducing casualties in larger earthquakes. Thus, enforcement is using enacted 
legislatively to examine compliance. Each nation should have some sort of legislation and 
inspectors. This researcher will look at both the aftermath of the event and expert insight will 
identify whether a location has completed this variable. 
Nonstructural Mitigation 
Nonstructural regulatory measures try to ensure that people are not living in disaster 
prone areas. In the realm of earthquakes, this would ensure that high risk structures are not built 
in areas that pose a significant danger of collapse from soil or other comparable danger. This 
variable will be measured by examining if there is legislation or policies that ensure that people 
do not overtly settle in dangerous areas. This can include refusing to issue building permits for 
certain area if a country is unable build stronger buildings to counteract the natural dangers. 
Coppola (2007:185) states that nonstructural regulatory measures will reduce casualties by 
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physically preventing people from inhabiting an area where a disaster strikes repeatedly. For 
some countries where the threat covers an expansive area, this may include evacuating people 
only during emergencies. 
Nonstructural Physical Modifications works to secure physical household items that have 
the potential to cause bodily harm during the event of ground-shaking in non-household areas. 
These could include bookcases, entertainment centers, planting pots on outdoor window sills, 
and chandeliers. This variable will be evaluating by assessing whether if governments have 
legislation or rules in place that mandate people secure these objects in area outside the home. As 
people secure objects that could pose a danger to them during an earthquake, casualties will 
decrease (Coppola, 2007:187-188). 
Community education programs are activities that educate citizens about the dangers of 
inhabiting areas that are earthquake prone and the safety issues that unsecured household items 
can pose in the event of ground-shaking. This variable will be measured by looking to see if 
there are any programs in a country that encourage people to secure household furniture, 
appliances, or lighting fixtures. Coppola (2007:186) states that people are most able to protect 
themselves from disaster when they are informed of the strategies of what to do during disaster. 
Emergency Management Preparedness 
Planning mandates that local governments implement a set of operational actions that are 
employed in the event of an earthquake by emergency personnel. This could be evacuations of 
coastlines residents, calling up first responders or military forces, or activating warning systems. 
Sikich (1996:5-6)shows how response, the phase immediately after a disaster strikes, exposes 
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confusion if plans are not in place and people don’t know what their position in the plan is; 
response's success or failure depends upon planning.  
Exercises are actual drills in which emergency personnel practice responding to scenarios 
of disasters. These exercises do not have to be earthquake specific, but there has to be some level 
of cooperation across agencies working together to save lives in the event of a disaster. This 
variable will be evaluated by examining if responders practiced in some way to prepare for a 
disaster. Gillis (1996:2) postulates that exercising an emergency response plan engages 
capabilities, improves coordination, identifies resources needs, and demonstrates to the public of 
the response plan's effectiveness. 
Training includes teaching emergency responders skills to use in a disaster and how to 
use equipment effectively. This variable will be measured by looking to see whether nations 
trained their emergency responders to respond to disaster. Haddow & Bullock (2006:157) point 
out that training is fundamental to any organization with a strong preparedness capability. 
Equipment refers to local government ownership of equipment to conduct emergency 
response activites. This can include trucks to transport supplies, equipment to search for citizen 
trapped under rubble, or adequate medical supplies to treat wounded citizens. This variable will 
be measured by showing that nations or agencies have purchased equipment to respond to a 
disaster. Equipment does not necessarily need to be earthquake specific because some purchase; 
for example, ambulances and EMS could be used in more than one type of response. Collins 
(2004:27) points out that agencies should make hazard assessment and determine if the 
equipment they possess will be able to function effectively if disaster strikes; if not, purchases 
need to be made so that emergency personal can respond in the event of disaster. 
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Functional Responsibility decrees that there must be clearly defined goals for emergency 
responders. To employ functional responsibility, there must be some set of legislation or rules 
that identify who is responsible for what parts of the response so that responders can respond 
effectively. Collins (2004:21) points out that if jurisdictions are not matched with real condition 
on the ground and statues do not reflect the conditions on the ground, then the response will fail. 
Agencies must know their individual responsibilities before disaster strikes (Collins, 2004:21). 
Community Awareness  
Public Awareness raises awareness so that citizens understand what to do in the event of 
an earthquake. Citizens need to understand the dangers of tsunamis if they live by the coast, they 
understand not to enter structures until they have been deemed safe, and to not flood hospitals 
unless they are actually injured. This variable will be measured by assessing whether there are  
programs that inform people of the specific dangers that are posed to them by the threat of 
earthquakes or side effects of seismic events. Singh (2006:319) states that having emergency 
plans at the village level allows for the response to work more effectively; the people are 
informed of the possible effects of a disaster and people form plans that utilize local resources to 
prepare them for unexpected emergencies. 
Use of media comprises using the media to inform citizens of what to do during a disaster 
and to inform them of what disasters they might be at risk for. To measure this variable, this 
researcher will look to see if governments used the media to inform their citizens of what to do 
during a disaster or of what disaster they are at risk for. Coppola (2009:231) cites studies that 
show the use of media during preparation helps to elicit a certain behavior in the event of a 
disaster; this safeguards the response from distractions like looting or additional injured citizens. 
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Control Variables 
Mitigation and preparedness strategies must also consider other important factors that 
impact the ability for a population to protect human life in the event of an earthquake. These 
factors include population density, the time of day of the earthquake (daytime or nighttime), and 
the magnitude of the quake. 
Population density is a critical control variable. Places that are denser will have greater 
casualties as a result of having more people inhabiting the area. Thus we should expect the 
earthquake data to show higher casualties at higher population density levels. However, as the 
number of people increases there is also the possibility that mitigation and preparation efforts 
will increase due to the urgency of the population’s needs to prepare.  
Physical location and the time of day of the event of the earthquake are also important. 
An example of the impact of location is that a tsunami cannot take place when an earthquake 
strikes a landlocked location. An earthquake that occurs in the middle of the night will strike 
people who are mostly asleep and slower to take action; however, an earthquake that occurs 
during a holiday or during rush hour could be equally dangerous. 
The magnitude of the earthquake and the depth of the earthquake are also critical factors. 
The stronger the earthquake and the more shallow the depth, the greater the ground-shaking that 
will occur. This research utilizes cases that are of similar magnitude and depth. 
HYPOTHESES 
The relationship between earthquakes and the loss of life should be inversely related. 
That is to say that as mitigation and preparation policies increase the number of human lives lost 
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from any seismic event should decrease. The following hypotheses postulate that strong 
mitigation and preparation policies work to save lives. 
As mandatory-structural mitigation policies (resistant construction  of new housing stock, 
disaster resistant building codes and enforcement of those codes and structural modification of  
older housing stock INCREASE the number of human lives lost will DECREASE. 
As nonstructural mitigation policies (regulatory measures, community education 
programs, and nonstructural physical modifications ,such as securing  furniture and  property  
INCREASE the number of human lives lost will DECREASE. 
As emergency management preparedness policies (planning, exercises, training, 
equipment, and clear lines of responsibility across emergency management agencies) 
INCREASE the number of human lives lost will DECREASE. 
As community preparedness policies (including public awareness programs and the use 
of all types of media to communicate disaster information) INCREASE the number of human 
lives lost will DECREASE. 
RESEARCH DESIGN 
There is little international comparative data on earthquake mitigation and preparedness 
standards. For this reason, national building codes and mitigation policies are not necessarily 
interchangeable across countries and individual provinces within nations have their own 
strategies for preparing for emergencies. This research uses case studies to examine six large 
scale earthquakes in an attempt to better understand which mitigation and preparation strategies 
help save the most lives at the local level. 
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Case Study Analysis 
Yin (1994:20) describes a good case study research study as having five components: ―A 
study’s question, its proposition, if any, its unit(s) of analysis, the logic linking the data to the 
prepositions, and the criteria for interpreting the findings.‖ This case study will use a method that 
Gerring (2007:91) puts forward as the typical method to choose cases. This type of methodology 
looks to find a representative sample of cases to paint an overall picture (Gerring, 2007:91).  
This study will examine similar cases from different parts of the world to examine what 
effect mitigation and preparation policies have on limiting the number of human deaths that 
occur in an earthquake.  The preposition of the research is that rigorous mitigation and 
preparation will positively affect the number of human lives protected during an earthquake. The 
logic linking both disaster mitigation and disaster preparation with the death count in that since 
earthquakes are sudden events, it would be difficult for the latter two phases of the emergency 
management cycle (response and recovery) to have as great an impact on protecting human life.  
Finally, the method of interpreting the data is to use detailed descriptive analyses of each event 
supported by descriptive statistics that allow the researcher to compare across events.  
The criteria for selection of the cases in this study are based upon three principles. The 
first principle is to identify earthquakes that occurred along a known fault line. The second 
principle includes the selection of large scale earthquakes—approximately 7.0 magnitude. Minor 
shifts in the earth's tectonic plates are taking place constantly; it would be of little use to examine 
seismic activity which does not represent a sizeable threat. The third criterion is that the United 
States Geological Survey identifies the event as activity resulting from movement of tectonic 
plates. Although sustained movement to structures could occur from other sources, like a large 
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explosion, this research has chosen to focus on movement that takes place naturally and thus is 
easily comparable across events. This research has drawn a pool of possible cases from the 
USGS database on seismic activity. The list is comprised of all recorded seismic activity from 
January, 1 2000 thru April 2010. The total number of cases in the overall data set is 622 and the 
range of magnitude is 1.6 to 9.0. From the larger pool of cases, six are selected for special 
investigation. The range of magnitude of the six cases examined is 6.8 to 8.8.  
Data 
Much of the data for this research is sourced from the United States Geological Survey’s 
earthquake data base. This information includes the time, location, intensity, depth, number of 
lives lost, and number of injured (See appendix A for visual and data compilation).  
The information for the individual cases comes from multiple sources. Japan’s 
information is from international news reports and studies regarding earthquake mitigation and 
preparation efforts written by Japanese scholars. Chile’s information comes from international 
media articles. El Salvador’s information comes from a study by the Geological Society of 
America who sent researchers to the area after this seismic event to study the disaster and 
policies surrounding it. The information for Algeria comes from studies on the earthquake 
vulnerability of the area and international news reports. The information for China comes from 
international news reports. The information for Haiti also comes from international news reports.  
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ANALYSIS 
In-depth analyses of these six similar earthquakes events produced data for the 
information presented in Table 1. Each event was scored according to the local government’s 
mitigation and preparation efforts based upon the information collected.  Positive scores were 
given if policies were in place prior to the earthquake event; the country/region then scored a 
―check‖ for the specific mitigation or preparation activity (See Table 1).  Table 1 reveals that 
mitigation activities vary widely; preparedness appears to be a more universal practice, but the 
quality of those activities varies greatly and is discussed in detail in the following sections.  
 Figure 4 summaries the data presented in Table 1.  For a nation to receive a positive 
point, a local government must have made a recognized effort to complete each identified 
mitigation or preparation policy. Across the categories of mitigation and preparation activities, a 
score of three (3) for structural mitigation indicates that a locality had all three identified policies 
in place at the time of the earthquake (resilient new buildings; modified old stock, and rigorous 
building codes and enforcement of those codes). In the nonstructural category, again an overall 
score of three (3) indicates universal adoption of the key policies comprising nonstructural 
mitigation (regulatory measures, physical modifications, and community education programs). In 
the domain of preparedness, emergency management strategies include five (5) activities 
(planning, exercises, training, equipment, and clearly defined functional responsibilities across 
agencies responsible for emergency management duties).  An overall score of five in this 
category indicates a high level of emergency management preparation.  Lastly, in the arena of 
community awareness, two factors are analyzed, the level of public awareness of what to do in 
the event of an earthquake and how the media is utilized to provide information to the public.  
An overall score of two (2)  
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Table 1: This is a visual depiction of data collected for each case 
represented in the analysis section. 
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indicates that localities are both educating their citizens about how to prepare for an earthquake 
and employing the media to keep them informed.  
Japan performed excellently in all areas and achieved a perfect score while also surviving 
the disaster without a single death (Mandatory-Structural Mitigation: 3, Nonstructural 
Mitigation: 3, EM Preparedness: 5, Community Awareness: 2). Chile also scored relatively well, 
with major deficiencies only in community awareness (Mandatory-Structural Mitigation: 3, 
Nonstructural Mitigation: 2, EM Preparedness: 5, Community Awareness: 2). El Salvador had 
weakness in their mitigation and preparation efforts before the earthquake studied; El Salvador 
was weak in both areas of mitigation (Mandatory-Structural Mitigation: 0, Nonstructural 
Mitigation: 1, EM Preparedness: 5, Community Awareness: 1). Algeria was weak in almost all 
areas and had nonexistent  levels of effort in nonstructural mitigation and awareness (Mandatory-
Structural Mitigation: 2, Nonstructural Mitigation: 0, EM Preparedness: 5, Community 
Awareness: 0). China also was lacking in most policies, which led to a massive number of lives 
lost (Mandatory-Structural Mitigation: 1, Nonstructural Mitigation: 0, EM Preparedness: 5, 
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Community Awareness: 0). Haiti was absent in all areas of mitigation and preparation efforts and 
it experienced the most deaths of any of the cases studied (Mandatory-Structural Mitigation: 0, 
Nonstructural Mitigation: 0, EM Preparedness: 0, Community Awareness: 0) (See Appendix B 
for narrative of individual cases). 
 Figure 5 is a comparative visual of the earthquake magnitude, mitigation and 
preparedness policies, and the loss of life as a result of each earthquake. There is an inverse 
correlation between the loss of life and the number of mitigation and preparedness policies while 
the magnitude of the earthquake remained approximately equal. Thus the case study data 
supports the proposition that the greater the depth and rigor of mitigation and preparation 
strategies, the fewer human lives lost. 
Overall, Japan, which has the most stringent application of mitigation and preparation 
policies, experienced the fewest deaths of all the events under study. Haiti, which had no 
discernable mitigation and preparation policies in place, had the largest number of deaths. The 
other cases highlight how even basic efforts at mitigation and preparation can save lives.  
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Mandatory-Structural Mitigation  
In this area, Japan and Chile have taken superior measures in building stronger buildings. 
Japan has focused on improving building codes and buildings that have been built in the country 
since 1981 have adhered to standards that are specifically designed to withstand earthquakes 
(Suganuma, 2006:94). Japan has also gone to great lengths to retrofit its older building to resist 
earthquakes. They have taken measures such as using ―equipment to prevent bridge collapses, 
soil stabilization to prevent liquefaction, and earthquake retrofitting of wood and reinforced 
concrete structures;‖ these modifications have proven to have successful in earthquakes since the 
modifications took place (Suganuma, 2006:95). In Chile, the country has building codes that 
equate to their risk of earthquakes. There was some damage to structures in Chile, however these 
were isolated and caused very few death as compared to the nearly two million people who were 
affected by the event (CNN, Feb 27, 2010). As strong as newer buildings were, Chile still 
sustained damage with almost a half a million home severely damaged from the quake; these 
tended to be older homes (CBS, 2010).  
In the area of compliance Japan has taken large strides to ensure compliance, earthquakes 
in the past decades have not caused widespread building collapse which shows that the codes and 
regulatory measures have been effective in reducing damage caused by earthquakes (Suganuma, 
2006:94-95). Welch (2010) points out that in addition to strict building codes, Chile has enforced 
these building codes as well as any nation could; thus they were able to withstand the earthquake 
very well. Both of these nations could be used as a model for any country looking to improve 
their mitigation efforts  
El Salvador and Algeria performed moderately well in the area of loss of life, even while 
performing poorly in some areas of mitigation; however, local conditions played an important 
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role in this. The nation of El Salvador did not have adequate structures to withstand the 
earthquake and its effects; over 227,000 homes were destroyed or damaged (Rose et al., 
2004:70). Rose et al. (Rose et al., 2004:457) points out that many of the homes that were 
damaged in the earthquake were made from adobe, the material that was most widely available, 
and was not properly maintained. However, since structures crumbled as a result of the ground-
shaking the risk from large chunks of buildings falling onto people was negated, thus lowering 
the death toll. Algeria experienced a great deal of building collapses, especially in the area east 
of the city of Algiers (CNN, 2003, May 22). This shows that there is a substandard level in the 
city’s building long term integrity. Harbi et al. (2004:964) explains that older buildings at risk for 
collapse during an earthquake, those constructed in the early 1900s have deteriorated over time. 
Harbi et al. (2004:964) found that many of the buildings in Algiers and its surrounding areas, 
especially in poorer areas, had deteriorated over time to the point in where they were dangerous. 
After the earthquake, citizens of Algeria were upset because most of the buildings had passed 
routine inspection but some buildings collapsed while other did not (CNN, May 24, 2003).  
Much of the damage in El Salvador came as a 
result of the earth movement as a result of the 
earthquake; these landslides were the source of 
much of the destruction of the El Salvador 
earthquake (Rose et al., 2004:70). No effort 
was made to modify these homes against 
earthquakes and similar materials are being 
used again to rebuild destroyed homes (Rose 
et al., 2004:457). The people of El Salvador 
Figure 6, China 2008: 
http://www.britannica.com/EBchecked/media/112835/
Four-days-after-a-major-earthquake-struck-Chinas-
Sichuan-province 
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built homes out of whatever was most available and many of the structures collapsed in poorer 
areas because the people of El Salvador used whatever materials they had available because that 
is what they could afford; most of the material was adobe (Rose et al., 2004:457). The issue of 
protecting poorer areas raises an important issue for governments; if these areas are not closely 
regulated by governments, then they could lead to expensive and extended recovery efforts. 
In this area China and Haiti have some major deficiencies in the area of mitigation. In 
China’s case, there were widespread building collapses (Bryner, 2008). Structures built to 
withstand the ground shaking that occurred in the province was missing and people died as a 
result (Bryner, 2008). China appears to not have upgraded buildings to withstand ground shaking 
and many older structures added to the collapses of buildings in the province (Bryner, 2008). 
Haiti’s earthquake also resulted in widespread damage caused by serious structural collapse 
across the island and many deaths occurred as a result (Llana, 2010). Watkins (2010) points out 
that experts concur that Haiti would have had a similar experience even at a 2.0 magnitude 
earthquake. Haiti did not use even basic building codes during construction and also did not 
update structures (Watkins, 2010). China had written building codes that mandated 
reinforcement of buildings (Bryner, 2008); thus, the level of enforcement was clearly lacking 
seeing as the country appeared to take few steps to make structures resistant to collapse. Haiti 
had no discernable building codes or enforcement (Watkins, 2010). Not only did local Haitian 
structures collapse, but internationally owned structures also collapsed which points to low levels 
of codes and enforcement (Llana, 2010). These Chinese and Haitian areas were also extremely 
poor and needed special considerations regarding policy that should have been implemented 
(Bryner, 2008)(Llana, 2010). 
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Nonstructural Mitigation  
Japan is the leader in nonstructural mitigation 
policies. Japan has been working on distributing 
hazard maps to anyone in an area who is in danger 
from an earthquake; so that they know they are at 
danger from an earthquake and it potential effects, 
such as a tsunami or landslide (Suganuma, 
2006:105). Japan has worked hard to improve its 
nonstructural physical modifications. The Japanese 
have a comprehensive program to educate people about the dangers that are posed from 
unsecured household objects (TOKYO, 2006). However, the people of Japan said in a survey 
that they resist securing furniture due to appearance and awareness (Suganuma, 2006:93). 
Japanese citizens in articles about the earthquake showed that they had worked on some 
nonstructural physical modifications due to the low number of people being reported injured due 
to household objects (BBC, Sept 26, 2003). Since Japan experiences earthquakes so frequently, 
their way of life depends on successfully enduring earthquakes. 
Two countries that fare well in this area are Chile and El Salvador. Chile has invested 
money in researching where soil is weak near cities which might result in ensuring that either 
those areas will not have large buildings or the soil will be shored up (Welch, 2010). In the 
aftermath of the earthquake, there are firsthand accounts of furniture moving as a result of 
aftershocks and shows a deficiency in Chile for nonstructural physical modifications (The 
Associated Press, 2010, March 1).  An area where Chile does well is community education 
programs; there is evidence that people in the region knew proper procedures during the 
Figure 7, Chile Expo 2010 
http://news.injuryboard.com/cpsc-launches-
furniture-and-tv-tipover-education-
campaign.aspx?googleid=271368 
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earthquake and it probably contributed to lives saved. At the time of the earthquake, El Salvador 
did not have in place the ability to block construction in high risk areas. They have now 
empowered local governments to deny construction permits based upon studies conducted about 
the risks associated with hazards in any given territory (Rose et al., 2004:548). There is no 
evidence that El Salvador attempted to inform their population about the dangers nonstructural 
furniture items in a home could pose during an earthquake (Rose et al., 2004). El Salvador has 
made improvements since the earthquake under review and would most likely perform better if a 
similar event occurred again. Chile is also a frequent target of seismic events, so it is only natural 
for them prepare with greater vigor. 
Algeria, China, and Haiti all were extremely deficient in nonstructural mitigation. 
Algerian news outlets pointed out that local government officials allowed buildings to be built on 
marshy lands that became susceptible to collapse during the earthquakes (BBC.com, 2003, May 
24). There was also no evidence that the Algerian government made any effort to educate their 
population about the dangers that nonstructural mitigation efforts or pass any legislation about 
the dangers of household items during an earthquake (CNN, May 24 2003; Harbi et al, 2004). 
There is no evidence that China did anything in the area of non-structural mitigation. In fact, 
reports from the Chinese disaster indicate that people tried to escape from buildings during the 
earthquake, which is excursive to what should be done during an earthquake (Hooker & Yardley, 
2008). The people of Haiti built wherever with whatever they could; there was no control or 
oversight by the Haitian government (Watkins, 2010). The Organization of American States 
worked on a report that hopes to teach builders in Haiti of proper techniques to build structures 
that can withstand both earthquakes and other natural disasters in the future (Watkins, 2010); 
however there was little awareness beforehand. There is no evidence that Haiti made any attempt 
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to inform their population about the dangers nonstructural items in a home could pose during an 
earthquake (Romero & Lacey, 2010). 
Emergency Management Preparedness 
In the area of emergency management preparedness, most countries in this selection have 
some sort of framework in place to complete this section. In reality, most modern nations 
provide emergency services as a basic need to their citizens. The quality of these services varies 
greatly. Japan, which has a high level of services, has worked to improve its disaster plans in the 
last decade; as of 2004 over 75% of municipal governments have reworked their local response 
plans to respond to changed conditions in 
emergency management within their country 
(Suganuma, 2006:102). Japan and the United 
States participate in annual exercises that 
simulate a large earthquake in the Tokyo 
region, these personnel can respond to any 
event in the country (Vervaeck, 2010). Japan 
has worked to ensure that personnel are trained 
and capable to respond to specific needs 
identified in disaster plans so that basic services are restored to normal and danger is limited by 
interruption of service (Suganuma, 2006:102-103). In their exercises, Japan and the United 
States use equipment that would be used in the event of a disaster, including naval warships, 
communication devices, and practice emergency announcements (Vervaeck, 2010). Japan has 
reworked laws in recent years to ensure that they are able to deploy the Self-Defense Forces 
easier and to make disaster response easier to act in the event of a disaster in addition to regular 
Figure 8, Chile 2010 
http://mediagallery.usatoday.com/8.8-earthquake-
strikes-Chile/G1470 (Picture 39) 
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deployment of emergency personnel (Suganuma, 2006:102). Through the actions that Japan has 
taken, the government has worked hard to ensure that in any emergency personnel are able to 
respond effectively and responsibilities are well laid out (Suganuma, 2006);(Vervaeck, 2010). 
Chile, El Salvador, and Algeria all performed well in emergency management 
preparedness, but there is room for improvement. Chile had planned well for this event, however, 
the government failed to nationally active their tsunami warning system; several local towns 
activated the system anyways and people were saved because of it (The Associated Press, 2010, 
March 1). The Chilean military and emergency personnel were able to respond quickly; they 
were able to save many lives, curb looting, and distribute supplies (USA Today, 2010). Chilean 
firefighters were able to rescue people from collapsed buildings and this resulted in saving many 
lives (USA Today, 2010). The military had access to equipment and training in securing the 
disaster area (USA Today, 2010). This was a military group that had extensive drills to work 
together to complete their mission. The Chilean government was able to quickly gain control of 
the situation by deploying their military and enlisting aid organizations (CNN, Feb 27, 2010). 
The nation of El Salvador was also able to quickly call for international aid (Rose et al., 
2004:447). The central government relied upon the National Emergency Committee to plan and 
respond to the disaster. This organization operates on a low budget but still provides the planning 
framework for responding to disaster (Rose et al., 2004:467); thus the plans that they put in place 
operated effectively. There is not any specific information on exercise by the emergency 
personnel of El Salvador, however, the small number of trained emergency personnel and their 
rapid response and integration into the armed forces indicate that some level of exercise was 
implemented before the disaster occurred (Rose et al., 2004:446-447).  
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Even though El Salvador had some equipment to respond to disaster, El Salvador simply 
did not have the right equipment to respond to this type of disaster; they did not have any aerial 
vehicles to assess damage in a wide scale area nor did they have anything to reach survivors 
trapped beneath the landslides and rubble (Rose et al., 2004:447).The central government of El 
Salvador was able initiate preparation programs, call for international aid, and dispatch 
emergency personnel; all of which point to the government having the laws in place for them to 
act during a crisis (Rose et al., 2004:447). Algeria showed signs of executing a preplanned 
deployment of forces as police were on high alert to watch for looters and the integration of 
international rescue personnel into the hardest hit areas took only a few days (USA Today, 
2003). Algeria had both rescue workers and the equipment for the disaster; however, the 
government was wary of using heavy equipment to search the rubble for fear of killing people 
who were trapped underneath and delayed deploying heavy machinery for several days after the 
disaster (USA Today, 2003). The response was coordinated to supply the disaster zones with 
supplies and showed that some sort of exercises had taken place (USA Today, 2003). 
China has a unique approach to preparedness. China deployed military troops instead of 
using local emergency management. Since China is a communist country, they have the right to 
set up their functional responsibility as they see fit. The deployment of military forces came from 
the prime minister of China and was planned after the response to the 1976 earthquake which 
killed a quarter of a million people (Hooker & Yardley, 2008). The advantage of this tactic was 
that the responders came from outside of the disaster zone, but this came at the cost of time, 
several days to reach the most isolated areas (Hooker & Yardley, 2008). Because military forces 
go through extensive training and have access to many resources, using military forces in the 
way the Chinese did is crude but accomplishes the goal. 
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Haiti’s government relied on aid 
organization to make it through typical 
conditions, the post-earthquake nation 
continued that reliance and the nation did 
not have any disaster plans in place, any 
exercises of personnel, any training of 
personnel, bought any emergency 
response equipment, or had the legislation 
in place to coordinate a disaster response 
(Llana, 2010). The number of people injured in the Haitian disaster in extremely low for number 
of deaths that occurred. The USGS gives the injured count as 30,000 (USGS, July 3 2010) and 
leads this researcher to conclude that very few people were rescued from collapsed building or 
made it to local medical facilities. 
Community Awareness 
Community awareness is an area where many nations could stand to improve. Japan is 
once again the leader. The Japanese participate in mandatory evacuation drills and audible 
warning systems are tested daily across the country (Petrun, 2007). The government is also 
hooked up to breaking in instantaneously if there is a tsunami to warn people (Petrun, 2007). In 
the event of a disaster Japan uses television and other internet sources as a means to get 
information out (Suganuma, 2006:94). 
The only other nation that participates in any community preparedness action is El 
Salvador. El Salvador provides to its people information booklets and local teachers are trained 
to practice drills in the event of a disaster (Rose et al., 2004:446). Unfortunately, in El Salvador 
Figure 9, Chile 2010 
http://mediagallery.usatoday.com/8.8-earthquake-strikes-
Chile/G1470 (Picture 73) 
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the government does not involve the media in dissemination of information for preparing for 
earthquakes (Rose et al., 2004:446). 
The other four nations are noticeably absent in this area. Chile has frequent earthquakes, 
but there is no evidence that they engaged in awareness in preparation efforts. There may be 
local efforts that this researcher does not have access to, but this researcher was not able to find 
any information on them. There is also no evidence that either Algeria or China made any 
attempt warn their populations of the danger that earthquakes pose beforehand. To their defense, 
earthquakes seem to occur in their locations about once every ten to twenty years, but this makes 
education even more important since the people may grow complacent with such long stretches 
between events. In the aftermath of the Haitian earthquake, emergency management experts 
stated that educational programs needed to be carried out since none existed in Haiti (Tucker, 
2010). There is no evidence that the country of Haiti used media sources to disseminate 
information about preparation for earthquakes; much of Haiti’s knowledge came from aid 
agencies already in the country, foreign aid sources point to a lack in basic media sources and 
using these sources for emergency management did not seem likely (PBS News Hour, 2010). 
CONCLUSION 
Across the six cases studied there is an inverse correlation between mitigation and 
preparation efforts and the loss of life as a result of an earthquake. As these policies increase, 
lives lost decreases. Thus, since these efforts seem to work, the following policy changes are 
recommended to help any locality that is at risk for a seismic event.. 
In mandatory-structural mitigation there are several areas where improvements can be 
made. In the course of this research, no internationally recognized building codes were 
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discovered. It would benefit all countries to have an internationally accepted set of standards that 
they use for building new structures. These codes should be pegged to the level of earthquakes 
that the area has historically been exposed to. Raising building codes can be expensive; aid 
organization (USAID, OAS, The United Nations, the World Band, and others) should be 
encouraged to help poorer nations so that the capital is available to implement these policies. 
Older structures also need to be retrofitted. Unfortunately countries have used local 
materials and standards to build structures that could have been around for more than a century. 
Each building would need an individualized plan to protect it from an earthquake. For example, 
St Louis’s arch falls in a seismic zone; this structure would need an individualized plan to ensure 
that the structure is strong enough to withstand an earthquake. Nations need to determine if at-
risk structures need to be torn down and rebuilt or if they can be modified. Since technologies are 
constantly being invented, this should occur multiple times during a building’s lifetime or after 
ground breaking techniques are invented. These efforts will be both expensive and time 
consuming; thus, aid organization would also need to be involved in this area. 
Finally, building codes have to be in place and enforced. Many of the nations in this 
study performed poorly in this area. In the cases of China and in Algeria, there were reports from 
citizens stating that agencies had inspected buildings that collapsed and the people trusted those 
inspectors for building that collapsed during ground-shaking. Inspectors need to ensure that 
reinforcement of structures is actually taking place and that inspections occur at various stages 
during construction and not just when viewing a finished product. 
Nonstructural mitigation efforts are also important to ensure that people are protected 
inside structures that are capable of withstanding a disaster. Citizens should secure larger 
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furniture items that could fall over during an earthquake and governments should write 
legislation so that public places, like workplaces and public buildings, are secure from ground-
shaking. If environments are consistent, then the response of the citizens should be similar for 
any given location. Individual rights are an important issue here, most nations will only be able 
to pass legislation that covers public buildings or work places so private homes will continue to 
have risk. Education programs will have to be used when individual rights are an issue and 
people will have to be given the choice of whether to secure their belongings. 
Governments will need to ensure that people are not placed in danger unnecessary. There 
are multiple reports in the aforementioned cases of governments being worried about the soil that 
structures are built on. Governments need to ensure that areas are safe for construction, even if it 
is unpopular with their citizens. The Chilean government pumped cement into weaker soil areas 
to fortify them. Governments need to spend the money it takes to examine and reinforce soil if 
they are unable to control their citizens’ living spaces. 
Ultimately, education programs need to be in place. Understanding that people are 
rational and that given the proper education they will generally make a decision that benefits 
them is an important step for governments. Agencies need to educate people about both the 
dangers that certain areas of countries pose and the dangers that homes may pose during an 
earthquake. Education programs to inform citizens are important because this is an area where 
people need to be willing to make personal changes to ensure their own safety. Governments 
need to make the determination whether it is cheaper to educate their citizens or rescue them 
after an earthquake. 
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Emergency Management Services are an area where there was significant variation in this 
study. This researcher believes that because these services are ingrained into daily life and reflect 
the situation of the nation; like trained fire fighters and emergency medical technicians. 
Emergency services should not be earthquake specific, they should be all hazard encompassing 
with earthquake specific training and equipment. It would also be useful if nations could join in 
regional partnerships to buy equipment, train, and participate in exercises. Japan and the United 
States participate in annual exercises that test new equipment and coordination between the two 
nations in the event of a disaster; if, for example, Haiti and the Dominican Republic worked 
together then they would be able to split the costs of the response and it would potentially be 
more effective. 
In addition to this, many nations in this study incorporate military forces into their 
response; in some cases it was planned and others it was out of necessity. This type of response 
would not be likely in the United States; however, countries that do not have limitations on 
military actions with-in its borders should give their armed forces mandatory training in how to 
respond in the event of a disaster. These forces typically have access to equipment and funds that 
could be useful in responding to disaster. For this to work, legislation has to be in place to allow 
for responsibilities to be clearly defined for both emergency responders and military forces. 
China is the one place where military forces often replace emergency responders. The Chinese 
chose to sacrifice time in their response for deployment of military forces instead of emergency 
personnel. 
Community Preparedness is an area where many nations could stand to improve. Japan 
tests a sound system every single day. This may be overkill, but they most certainly want to 
ensure that their people are protected in the event of a disaster. The El Salvador model is the 
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most practical for most countries. Teaching children in schools about the dangers of earthquakes 
and using drills is a way to reach the majority of any country from people which children trust.  
In terms of the use of the media as information sources, many governments have their 
own channels which they could run educational programs on. These may not be the most 
watched channels, but it gets the information to the public and is there when people go searching 
for it. Once they create a public show about earthquakes, it makes it easier for media outlets to 
have access to them and disseminate the message.  
Figure 4 shows the total pattern of mitigation and preparation policies in individual 
nations. In the future, it would be interesting to examine this research as compared to the gross 
domestic product or type of government of these nations to see what other factors may cause a 
nation to an implement or improve these policies. Since figure 5 shows that there is an inverse 
correlation between mitigation and preparation policies and the loss of life, the next goal is to 
assess what factors incentivize nations to utilize robust mitigation and preparation policies.  
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Hokkaido, Japan:  
On September 26
th
, 2003 an 8.3 magnitude earthquake struck near the island of Hokkaido on the 
northern island of Japan (BBC.com, 2003). Nearly 400 people were injured but there were no 
deaths reported as a result of the earthquake (BBC.com, 2003). Japan is seen as a leader in 
earthquake preparation and mitigation because of heavy spending that has taken place in the 
country to help detect and prepare the country for the next earthquake. In this earthquake, not a 
single person was killed as a result of the earthquake and the Japanese government was able to 
initiate the shutdown of several critical government operations, while also informing the 
population of the island of the most up-to-date information (BBC News, 2003). One of the worst 
hit areas was Kushiro, the only damage was cracked roads and a caved in section of the city’s 
airport (The Associated Press, 2003). Overall the damage was minimal and life returned to 
normal very quickly. The Japanese have taken great efforts to refit older buildings with stronger 
materials and over the years these buildings have been able to withstood earthquakes over the 
years (Suganuma, 2006:94). 
El Salvador: 
On January 13
th
, 2001 a 7.7 magnitude struck the entire country of El Salvador (USGS 
Earthquake Hazards Program, 2001). The resulting death toll came in at 844 people dying, with 
4723 people injured (USGS Earthquake Hazards Program, 2001). Most of the deaths came from 
landslides as a result of the earthquake and the damage was estimated to be at over $1 billion 
dollars (CNN, 2001). Approximately 16,000 landslides took place throughout the country after 
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the earthquake (USGS Earthquake Hazards Program, 2001). The most serious landslide that 
occurred was the Las Colinas Landslide (Rose et al., 2004, : 74). This caused 585 people to lose 
their lives (Rose et al., 2004, : 74). Rose et al. (2004, : 86) documents numerous landslides that 
occurred as a result of the earthquake on January 13
th
 and asserts that soil and rock composition 
makes this type of outcome to earthquakes something that should be expected in the future. They 
go even further in predicting that if an earthquake were to occur during the wet season, the 
weakened rock and soil would have even a great chance at breaking loose and causing a 
landslide (Rose et al., 2004, :86). In the area of mitigation, there is little evidence of widespread 
hardening of structures. Rose et al. (2004, : 458) documents that most houses and community 
structures, especially in rural El Salvador, were made out of adobe and in need of upkeep; these 
structures quickly collapsed under the assault of the earthquake. El Salvador took preparedness 
efforts in regards to the dangers of earthquakes. Many of the towns had a disaster preparedness 
committee , however they were unable to respond because of the severity of the January 13
th
 
earthquake (Rose et al. 2004, : 457). They distributed literature on the proper techniques to use in 
the event of an earthquake and mandate that school teachers practice evacuation drills; however 
there is no way to verify the follow-through of these actions since the nation does not require the 
results of such drills to be documented (Rose et al. 2004, : 446). The nation also only has 400 
firemen for a population of 5.2 million, and no one trained in the practice of rescuing people 
from collapsed buildings (Rose et al. 2004, : 446-447). Another characteristic of landslides is 
that they can block roads and in the case of the 2001 earthquake, rescue efforts were hampered 
by blocked roads (Rose et al. 2004, : 447). In response to this, Rose et al, (2004, : 458) says that 
people are being more careful about where they live in regards to how emergency personnel can 
respond.  
China, Sichuan Province:  
On May 12
th, 2008 a 7.9 Magnitude earthquake struck in the Sichuan Province in the People’s 
Republic of China (Bryner, 2008). The death toll reach 87,652 people, with another 374,171 
injured (USGS, July 3 2010). Much of the damage from this earthquake came for collapsing 
buildings (Bryner, 2008). In this specific event there was shallow ground shaking that caused 
widespread building collpses; many of these building collapses were believed to come because 
of the poor building materials that were used in construction (Bryner, 2008). Bryner (2008) 
suggested that these buildings would have with stood the ground shaking better if they had been 
reinforced with steel, as Chinese building codes state, and not just the adobe and masonry that 
the buildings that collapsed were made of. Bryner (2008) makes that point that many coutries 
developing, like China, are able build some of their new buildings according to advanced 
structural codes, but they do not update antiquated structures to those codes. Yuija (2009) argues 
that it was difficult for rural areas to afford building earthquake resistant structures because every 
level that a building increases on the earthquake resistant scale causes the cost of the building to 
rise by 5%-10%. Some places in China needed to be at level 9 on the earthquake resistant scale; 
this would make it nearly impossible for many poorer, rural areas to afford such costs (Yuija, 
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2009). China was able to send in 20 thousand soldiers to assist in rescue operations in the 
immediate aftermath of the disaster, which shows an ability for the government to execute their 
response with efficiency (Smith, 2008). 
Haiti, Port-Au-Prince: 
On January 12
th
, 2010 a 7.0 magnitude earthquake struck near the capital of Haiti, Port-Au-
Prince (Llana, 2010). The total death toll stands at 250,000, with another 30,000 injured (USGS, 
July 3 2010). Much of the death came from collapsing of buildings (Gregory, 2010). Cletus 
Springer, director of the Organization of American States Department on Sustainable 
development stated that "[y]ou could tell very easily that these buildings were not going to 
survive even a [magnitude] 2 earthquake" (Watkins, 2010). Because the nation is so poor, many 
of the people built with whatever materials they could get their hands on; thus they had no 
discernable building codes (Watkins, 2010). In a comparative study, an earthquake of similar 
magnitude struck in New Zealand. In this simple study the outcome was determined that "The 
main difference is that New Zealand has a lot of experience with earthquakes, and they have 
good construction codes to make sure that their buildings withstand a strong earthquake" (Boyle, 
2010). In addition to this, there is little evidence of preparation, since the majority of the rescue 
effort came from international support and the world community was already lending aid to Haiti 
(Llana, 2010). Unfortunately, Haiti was unable to prepare or implement any kind of real 
mitigation or preparation programs; this led to drastic consequences.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                          
Chile, Concepcion Province:  
On February 27, 2010 an 8.8 magnitude struck near the Concepcion Province in the nation of 
Chile (CNN, 2010). The death toll for this earthquake was 528 people (USGS, July 3 2010) with 
another 12000 injured (USGS, February 27 2010). 350 were killed in one town when after the 
earthquake, a tsunami also hit the town (Franklin, 2010). This disaster occurred relatively 
recently after the earthquake in Haiti and many cite the reason that Chile fared so well was that 
their buildings provided protection from the intense shaking that occurred in the country (Welch, 
2010). Andres Garcia, manager of a Chilean construction company, stated that "As the 
technology and techniques have gotten better, the rules have gotten stricter. And that's what has 
minimized the loss of life this time around" (Welch, 2010). In addition to this, the Chilean 
government was able to respond effectively to the disaster with supplies, rescue personnel, and 
equipment. Disaster planners state that although not perfect, the Chilean response was a model 
for a situation where communications are knocked out and a response must occur with 
incomplete information (Welch, 2010). The country was able to repair roads, dispatch supplies to 
devastated areas, and quash looting (Warren, 2010). The only significant error that the nation 
made was the inability for the Chilean Navy to broadcast a tsunami warning (Warren, 2010). 
Still, with-in 10 days after the earthquake struck, 90% of homes without power from the 
earthquake had their power restored (Warren, 2010). 
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 Algeria, Algiers:  
On May 21
st
, 2003 a 6.8 magnitude earthquake struck Algiers in the country of Algeria (Global 
Consciousness Project, 2009). The death toll of this earthquake was 2266, with another 10,261 
people injured (USGS, July 3 2010). The deaths mainly seemed to stem from collapsing 
buildings in the city of Algiers. Much of northern Algeria is at risk of a seismic event (Harbi et 
al., 2004, : 950).  In Algiers, earthquakes tend to take place at very shallow depths and due to the 
soil composite, the structures of the city are at risk (Harbi et al.., 2004, : 963). The city of Algiers 
does have in place a disaster preparedness planning in place, however, many of the structures in 
Algiers are very vulnerable to seismic activity (Harbi et al., 2004, : 964). Many of the buildings 
in Algiers have damage from other elements and have not been given proper care in their upkeep 
(Harbi et al., 2004, : 964). For this reason, mitigation is sorely lacking in the city and poses a 
danger when earthquakes strike. In the area of preparedness, they seem to be taking the initiative 
in being proactive. Harbi et al. (2004, : 964) points out that Algiers has taken ―practical and 
effective preparedness and prevention measures for the city of Algiers.‖ These efforts seem to be 
successful in the 2003 earthquake. During the earthquake it was reported that thousands of 
buildings had collapsed, however, even though the medical services of Algiers seemed to be 
stretched to their breaking point, they were able to keep the death toll down (CNN, May 22, 
2003). They were also able to have rescue teams deployed and searching for survivors, another 
key indicator that their preparation efforts seemed to pay off.  
 
